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Sennetmuft Sujette,

After landing at the Brill they proceeded the value of the largest heap of shining, sor
NEW USE FOR MOLASSES.
to Rotterdam. During their stay there they did dust, compared with the affections of the
PUBLISHED Br
The following communication will infortn
had two meetings, at which says William heart
If the desertion of a lover has made many of your nautical readers, of a cheap ar
Penn in his usual energetic manner, “ The a wound in the tender, confiding heart of his
JAMES K. REMICH,
Gospel was preached, the dead were raised, mistress, will money close it ? If it will, the tificial horizon,, that will answer both by land NINETEENTH CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION®
and sea, to ascertain the sun’s altitude when
and the living comforted.”
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
wound must have been slight indeed. If mo
Z.V SENATE.
They went next to Leyden, and from ney will not heal it, how does ‘she obtain a it shines clear, over head, and the horizon is
thence to Harlem, where they preached, and recompense ? how is the- injury repaired ? obscured by fog. Take a pint or quart bowl
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and
fill
it
nearly
full
of
molasses
set
it
down
afterwards to Amsterdam. Here they organ Her heart is still broken in spite of wealth.
Mr. Hayne moved that the Bankrupt Bill
on
the
ship
’
s
deck,
and
it
will
soon
become
ized a system of discipline for such as had And is wealth a full, nay, is it any satisfac
be taken up for consideration ■; which was aTor the Kennebunk Gazette.
been converted by former preachers, and held tion, for a broken heart ? for a wound in the horizontal* and to prevent the wind ruff greed to, and it was made the special order of
ling
its
surface,
lay
a
piece
of
window
religious meetings, at which a mighty con affections which death alone can heal? It is
the day for Monday next;
glass over it; after which suspend a plumbThe bill to increase the salary of the Post
Extracts from the life and writings of course of people attended, consisting of Bap presumed not.
line
from
45
deg.
on
the
arch
of
your
quad

tists, Presbyterians, Seekers, Socinians, and
But we take it to be as true as any £Xiom rant, with a musket ball attached to it, then master General, was read a second time, and
Willi am Penn.
others. Letters arriving here from Dantzic, whatever, that the lady, who is capable of
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading
In the early part of 1677-William Penn complaining of the sufferings which the Qua sueing for a breach of promise of marriage, is take your stand in a position that will bring by a large majority. [The bill proposes to
your
plumb
in
the
centre
of
the
bowl,
draw
continued to be employed on behalf of Byl- kers underwent in that city it was allotted to in no danger of breaking her heart in conse
make the salary 6,000 dollars.]
linge. It appears that he had then left his VVilliam Penn to write to the King of Poland quence of it. A woman, who is so destitute down the reflected image of the sun to coin
On motion of Mr. Van Buren, the Senate
cide
therewith
;
take
one
half
the
sum
of
L1ICU went
w
m
their
behalf.
This
task
he
undertook.
He
house at Richmansworth, and that he had
then
into Executive business. After
of delicacy and those fine feelings, for which
/ARNEY.
established himself at Worminghurst in Sus explained to the King in this letter, first, the female character is so much valued, as what the index gives on the arch of your quad- which
"""
*
sex. Here then, in the calm retreat of the what the religious principles of the Quakers to weigh the affections of the man she es rant, and work it in the common way to find
The Senate adjourned to Monday.
country, he took thought for his new colony. really were. Hethen statedin a respectful teems and loves, against a parcel of sordid the latitude.
P. S. I have tested the accuracy of the aThe more he considered his situation as a manner, the reasons why they as a people ab dust, and to expose to the world the secrets
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principal manager ofiit, the more he became sented themselves from the common minis of courtship for the sake of obtaining rt, has bove experiment.
interested in it. It was his duty to take care try or worship, and concluded with an elo no heart to break.—But why do we talk of
The
engrossed bill
* negiugrossea
mu to increase the salary
5 necessity of
T f* U flQl .. I H Q L't û H fT nv, z» A-]
_ _ ”1
•
The following Medicine for a cough has °? tae Post_inaster General was _read
a . 1third
of the individual for whom he acted ; but it quent appeal to his reason to protect them in her loving ? Such a woman is not capable of
i indebted to
time, and passed, yeas 35, nays ÏO^and was
was
a
more
pleasing
consideration,
that
in
their
religious
rights.
“
Give
us,
poor
Chrisperformed
such
extraordinary
cures,
in
pri

nr dues must
love. She is only allured by the prospect of
attending to his interests, he had an opportu tions, (says he) leave to expostulate with wealth ; and it matters little with her, vate practice ; that the possessor is induced sent to the other house for concurrence.
d public No.
Mr, Woodbury presented a memorial of
nity
of
becoming
useful
on
a
larger
scale.
thee.
—
When
did
the
true
church
offer
vio

Jitceives that
whether she obtain it by a lawsuit, or by mar to publish it for the benefit of society : Take
While at Worminghurst applications came lence for religion? Were not her weapons riage.
six ounces of Italian liquorice (that stamped sundry citizens of Portsmouth, in relation to
tights should
to him, in consequence of the public letters prayers, tears, and patience ? Did not Jesus
Solezzi is by far the best) cut into small pie their claims on the French Government since
[Berkshire American.
vffiich had been circulated, for shares in the conquer by those weapons, and vanquish cru
ces, and put into an earthen jar, with a gill 1806, which was referred to the Committee
E HOBBS.
of the best white wine vinegar, simmer to on I oreign Relations,
new adventure, by which it appeared that elty by suffering ? Can clubs, and swords, and
6m.
After spending some time in the consider
there was a probability of disposing of a prisons, and banishments, reach the soul, [From Poulson’s Philadelphia Advertiser.] gether until the liquorice is dissolved, then
considerable portion of West New Jersey. i convert the heart, or convince the under
add two ounces of oil of almonds, and half an ation of Executive business, the Senate ad
journed.
THE
GRAVE
OF
JEFFERSON.
He consulted therefore with his colleagues ; standing of man ? When did violence ever
ounce of tincture of opium, stir the whole
and the result was, that they determined to make a true convert, or bodily punishment a
“ I ascended the winding road, which leads well together, and it is fit for use. Take two
appoint and send over new Commissioners, sincere Christian ? Thismaketh void the end from Charlottsville to Monticello The path teaspoons full when going to bed and the
. ,
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who should be impoweredto purchase lands of Christ’s coming, which was to save men’s leads a circuitous ascent of about two miles same quantity whenever the cough is troub
t personsnot
A bill was reported from the Committee on
of
the
Indians,
to
examine
the^rights
of
such
lives,
and
not
to
destroy
them
;
to
persuade
lesome
in
the
daytime.
—
Hartford
Times.
in violation of
up the miniature mountain, to the farm and
Finance, for appropriating one million of dol
as might claim property in the n«w territories them, and not to force them. Yea, it robbeth grave of Jefferson. On entering the gate
entered the
lars, hitherto authorized to be kept in the
to
give
directions
for
laying
out
the
allot

God
’
s
Spirit
of
its
office,
which
is
to
convince
A
letter
writer
in.
the
National
Intelligen

which opens into the enclosure, numerous
wickedly and
Treasury, to the purposes of the sinking
ments
there,
and
to
administer,
for
the
first
the
world.
This
is
the
sword
by
7
which
the
Fund.
.
**
cer,
gives
a
ludicrous
account
of
an
evening
paths diverge in various directions, winding
away a large
year, the government according to the spirit ancient Christians overcame. It was the a- through beautiful groves to the summit of the party at Washington. Speaking of the la
ees, from two
1 he bill providing for taking evidence in
of the Concessions before mentioned.
postles testimony that their weapons were hill. From the peak on which the houses dies dresses he says—“ I find the ladies are the Courts of the United States in certain
ie subscriber
They resolved next to open proposals for not carnal, but spiritual; but the practice of stands, a grand & nearly unlimited view opens relapsing into their old habits of undressing cases, which was amended in the House of
JOLLARSto
the immediate sale of the lands. These of their pretended successors proveth that their to the thickly wooded hills and fertile vallies, again for parties. They have stripped al Representatives, was taken up and the a™
lationso that
fers were no sooner'made, such was the high weapons are not spiritual, but carnal.—Sup which stretch out on either side. The Uni ready as low as the hemispheres, and if the mendments were agreed to.
be brought to
character of William Penn, than they were pose we are tares, as the true wheat has many versity, with its dome, porticoes, and collon- fashion progresses........
The. bill providing for the gradual increase
accepted. Among the purchasers were two times been called, yet pluck us not up for nade, looks like a fair city in the plain
. cutting dowi|
of the Navy, by appropriating thereto five
companies, both consisting of Quakers, the Christ’s sake, who saith, Let the tares and Charlottsville seems to be directly beneath.
ing wood from
CROSS EXAMINATIONS.
hundred thousand dollars yearly, for 6 years,
one of persons from London, the other the wheat grow up until the harvest, that is, No spot can be imagined as combining great
d to prosectiti
A witness lately examined in one of the Il was read a second time, and made the order
from Yorkshire, these contracted for large until the end of the world. Let God have his er advantages of grandeur, healthfulness and linois courts upon a trial concerning a horse of the day for Friday next.
jvftry offender
shares . and had patents for them! The due as well as Czesar. The judgment of con seclusion. T he house is noble in its appear trade, was asked by the counsel for the defen
ting his rights,
members
of the Yorkshire company were science belongeth unto him, and mistakes] ance ; two large columns support a portico, dant how the plaintiff generally rode ?
or sex. . ..
principal
creditors of Byllinge, and they re about r eligion are known to him alone. And | which extends.from the wings, and into it the
REMICH.
Witness-—He generally rides a straddle, sir. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ceived a tenth part of the whole land in con here give me leave to remind thee of a noble ' door opens. The apartments are neatly fur
Counsel—How does he ride in company ?
FRIDAY, JAN. 12,
sideration of their debts.
saying of one of thy ancestors, Stephen King of i nished and embellished with statues, bursts,
Witness.—-If he has a good horse, he al
Revolutionary Officers, &c.
As no persons could more properly act as Poland; lam King of men, not of conscien portraits & natural curiosities. The grounds ways keeps up.
riment.
The House then proceeded to the consid
Commissioners than they who had a stake ces; King of bodies, and not of souls.”
and out houses have been neglected. Mr.
Counsel—How does he ride when he is aeration of the unfinished business of yester
or interest in the new territory, it was judged
f To be continued.)
Jefferson’s attention being absorbed from lone ?
advisable that some of the most respectable
snch personal concerns by the care attendant
Witness—Really, sir, I cannot say for I nev day, which was, the resolution proposed by
?CH OINT
of the purchasers should be appointed to this
on the superintendance of the University, er was in company with him when he rode Mr. Tucker of S. C. to recommit the bill for
' the relief of the survivors of the Army of
office, and that the purchasers in general
Mr. Remich—By inserting the following which, when in health he visited daily since by himself.
stood, the te?
the Revolution, with instructions to include
should nominate the rest.
Accordingly extract you will oblige a friend.
. P. I its erection commenced.
the price q
Cozmsel—You may stand aside, sir.
certain militia officers, &c.
Thom as Olive and Daniel Wills were chosen Extract from Mr. L—^. on toleration. | At a short distance behind the mansion, in
>m 5Ü to 37
In an action for assault and battery, it was
The debate of yesterday was renewed ;
from among the London, and Joseph Helms
a quiet, shaded spot, the visiter sees a square
“ Since you are pleased to enquire what enclosure, surrounded by a low unmortared deemed important to ascertain the size of a Mr. Mitchell, of Ten. and Mr. Tucker of S.
lay and Robert Stacy from among the York
m^ thoughts about the mutual toleration stone wall, which he enters by a neat wooden certain stone, by which it was alleged the C. supported the resolution for recommit
shire proprietors. To these were added Rich
neirHdifferent Professi.ons.nf ■ 5
— T- —
- the
vhc family
^mny ourying
ious Pitll ard Guy, who wastnen in Ainerica with John relfofon
gate.
nis is
burying ground
ground concon- battery was committed. For this purpose a ment. Mr. Mitchell, of Si C. opposed, verw
thaFl estJpm
*-nswer Y™ ire^Y; taming ten or fifteen graves, none of them witness was called to the stand, and the decidedly, any legislation on the subiect, and
Fenwich and John Kinsey, and others.
e been offered
following brief report of his examination will Messrs. Buchanan and Webster spoke with
Matters having been"thus prepared, the that I esteem that toleration to be the chief marked by eDitauhs and onlv a few
markoftheT,churcb’; 1
’bn^sideft;
i has exceeded Commissioners, with several of the proprie
show how perfectly his testimony must have much animation in defence of the bill, and
ins of the prd tors'6 and their families and servants, to the antimdtv nA^nr^V0!™6 people
against the recommitment. The question?
ofthe i simpie cemetry, is the resting place of the satisfied the jury.
considered aj number of two hundred and thirty, embarked antiquity of places and names, or of the pomp 1 patriot and philosopheh When I saw it the
Q. Did you see the defendant throw the was then taken on the resolution of Mr.
io°nT^r
W
d°??
;
°
th
u
rS
f
of
reforma-:?
a
ult
was
fust
ar&ed,
and
iS
readfoessfor
ly virtues,
stone ? A. I saw a stone and am pretty sure Tucker, which is in the following form :
the ship Kent, Gregorly Marlow master.
smed for theij in
“ Resolved, That the bill for the relief of
As they were lying in the Thames ready to of riwir fnhh - J? ine’ a11’of th?-9rthodoxy the plain stone that is to cover it. May it D. threw it. Q. Was it a stone of consider
cathartic in al sail, it happened that King® Charles the Se ?o h
t JVery OJA h otihodoxr ever continue like Washington’s, without ¿ny able dimensions ? A. Why it was consid the surviving officers of the Army of the.
y—They are! cond was passing by in his pleasure barge. to himself.) these things, and all others of > adventitious attractions or conspicuousness ; erable of a stone Q. How large was it ? Revolution, as amended in Committee of the
i all billious fe Seeing a number of presons on board, he went this nature, are mucn rather marks ofmen/’- —'—
A. I should say it was a largish stone. Q. Whole, be re-committed to the committee
•
F •
ch and bowels along side, and enquired whither they were striving for power and empire over one an for, when we or our posterity, neevd any other What was its size ? A. Why it was a size who reported it, with instructions so to amend
memento
of
our
debt
of
honor
to
those
names,
sziness, worm? bound. On receiving information, he asked other, than of the church of Christ. The
able stone. Q. Can’t you answer definitely the same as to make provision for all the offi- likewise an ao if they were all Quakers? And being answer business of true religion is quite another thing. than their simple inscriptions on paper, wood .—how big was it ? A. I should say it was cers and soldiers who served in the Revolu
or
stone,
gorgeous
tombs
would
be
a
mockery
ises, removiiij ed in the affirmative, he gave.them his bless It is not instituted in order to the erection
a stone of some bigness. Q. You are a sin tionary War for six months or more at any
dissolving ani ing.. and departed.—There were two other of an external pomp, nor the obtaining of to their memories. When gratitude shall gular witness—can’t you give the jury some one time ; the compensation of each officer
cease
to
consecrate
their
remembrance
in
the
idea of the stone ? A. Why as near as I can and soldier to be computed and divided among
er, helping di vessels one from London, and the other from Ecclesiastical dominion, nor to the exercis hearts of our citizens, no cenotaph will
in- recollect, it was something of a stone. Q. them
lite—a sure rei Hull, that followed the ship Kent, the one ing of compulsive force ; but to the regulating spire the reverence we owe them/’
in proportion to the rank they hel<L
Can’t you compare it with some other object ? and the time they were in service, and also
r are so accora carrying seventy and the other one hundred of men’s lives according to the rules of virtue
A. Why if I was to compare it, so as to give to make provision for the widows of such of
ours, that the and fourteen passengers to the same parts.
and piety. It is vain for any man to usurp
my notion of the stone, I should say as near ficers and soldiers, who were slain, or other
r winter, at ail
The next we hear^f William Penn is when the name of Christian, without holiness of
A PROFLIGATE PIG.
as I can judge, it was about as big piece of wise dlfed while in service, or who have since
;ard to diet o he left Worminghurst in the month of June life, purity of manners, and benignity and
died.”
Troy Sentinel.
* operation is I to attend the yearly meeting of the Quakers. meekness of spirit. No man can be a Chris
A late Maidstone, Eng. paper relates the chalk.
experience the This meeting, which lasted several days was tian without charity, and without that faith following :—“ On Tuesday, a person liv
And decided by yeas and nays, 80 to 106.
So the House refused to re-commit the
physic hereto held at London, and persons belonging to the which works, not by force, but by love’’
Garrick once set for his likeness, and af
ing in Maidstone, left home with his family
bill.
to pick hops. Being afraid that the pig in ter several hours, when the painter had ta
society flocked to it from all parts. Among
Mr. Wickliffe then moved an amendment*
with a phec those 'who came to it were George Fox anc
Tie sty might be stolen, they transferred him ken his features, there was a little suspen
Good Samafi John Bunyeat, the latter of whom was an em
to the cellar, After some time ftiggy con sion, and the painter was looking at some the effect of which would be to include, in
•eon.
trived to ascend into the kitchen, and inspect other object ; on resuming his brush and the proposed distribution of money, the heirsr
inent minister at that time. These two bn the
BREACH OF PROMISE.
casting a look at Garrick, he was surprised and representatives of deceased officers.
breaking up of the meeting returned with
■Sarah Linden lately obtained a verdict, ed the cupboard ; in that he found about two to find a set of new features very different On this amendment Mr. Wickliffe demand
pounds
of
bacon,
which,
in
a
most
canibal-like
William
Penn
to
Worminghurst,
where
they
e Bitters, wrote their great work called “ A New Eng in Buckingham county, N. C. against John manner, he devoured. His repast soon mak from such as he had taken. With great care ed the yeas and nays; which having been
Martin, for a breach of promise of marriage,
1
ing him thirsty, our hero, it is supposed, and effort, he retouched his picture to make ordered,
Eye Water, land firebrand quenched,” in answer to a of 3,500 dollars.
The House adjourned to meet to-morrow.
it like the subject before him. He was obli
It has become very fashionable to sue for sought about for something to allay his thirst, ged again to pause & suspend his labors for a
is kept in Keil publication which a person of the name of
and in the course of his researches, he smelt
ells by N. Mol Williams, then a settler in New England, had breaches of this kind. We can scarcely take something savory in the upper regions. Ac few moments—-but behold on taking another ’
brought out against the quakers. It is prob
SATURDAY, JAN. 13.
: Tufts—by « able from this circumstance that they were up a newspaper, without finding some ac cordingly he scrambled up stairs into a bed view of Garrick’s face a new phy siognomy ap
Mr. Mallary gave notice that he should,
count of heavy damages awarded to the for
Boston, anew assisted in it by William Penn.
peared;
the
astonished
painter
threw
down
on
Wednesday
next,
ask
the house to go into
room.
There
he
found
wherewith
to
wash
tunate female, for the loss of a vagrant heart.
pal towns M
It was about this time that it became a In truth, it is to all appearances, an exceed down the bacon, for on the floor stood several his brush, and exclaimed, “ I will try no committee on the bill proposing an increase
of duties on imported woollen goods.
bottles of elderberry wine. “ Drawing off more; it is the devil.”
eowly growing concern with William Penn to visit ingly thriving business—a business, which, for corks”<ie did not understand, but in “ crack
The discussion of the bill to make provis
Holland and Germany. His object was to the amount of capital invested, is more pro
Two Irishmen, a little while since hired a ion for the officers and soldiers of the army of
communicate “ with many seeking persons” ductive than any other which our growing ing a bottle” he proved himself as dexterous
there, and to bring these to the knowledge of country can boast. Steam engines, manufac as any bon vivant. in the parish. But his boat in Boston, to go on a fishing frolic below the Revolution was resumed ; but no question
what he conceived to be the truth. He had tures, rail ways and canals are no touch to it. freak now drew to a close; poor piggy got as the fort. There was a small furnace in one was taken. Mr. Wickliffe made a few ob
he capered about end, in which it being rather chilly towards servations on his amendment, and was fol
already, as has been before mentioned, visited
And who are those lucky beings, who car “ Drunk as David’s sow
the continent on the same errand, where
on this lucrative trade ?—that barter —threw down the chairs—upset a certain u- evening they kindled a fire. Returning, the lowed by Mr. Test and Mr. Clarke against
Rich has so lol many had been converted by his labours; but ry
men’s hearts for something more valuable— tensil—broke the wash bason, and swallowed boat took fire and they rowed for their lives the bill, and Mr. Sprague and Mr, Drayton
lOst experienci since that time an accession had been made for money ?—Who are they but the fair the soap. The last performance proved the for South Boston. By the time they reached on the other side. Mr. Weems also obtained
und a sovereii to these by diffierent Quakers, who had trav daughters of America—those delicate, sensi cause of grfeat alarm to the neighborhood, for the Wharf opposite the house of Industry, the the floor, and then yielded it to a motion for
elled there, so that meetings both for wor tive beings, who do not scruple to come into in the gaiety of his heart, he got up on his boat was nearly half consumed. The instant adjournment.
and discipline had in some instances been court and expose the delicious secrets of court hind legs, and with his snout all over soap they reached the land, away they ran like dis
ÒÈtfUm ship
established among them. He had besides ship, the tender mysteries of love—who are suds, and his master’s night cap on his head, tracted men, to the first house and asked of
.
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many correspondents, and invitations from not ashamed to stand up, the gazing stock of looked out of the window, for the benefit of the good lady, the privilege of drawing a few
Mr. M orthmgton presented the memorial
various persons in these parts. It happened the rude multitude, and all for the paltry con the air. Being observed, a great outcry was buckets of water from the pump—for their of a number of respectable citizens of Marviseases are®; also at this time, while the religious visit in sideration of a few hundred, or even thousand raised, and it was quickly rumored that there boat was all in flames, and they had just esca land, inviting the attention of Congress to ”a
: Physician, ah question occupied his mind, that he received dollars ! The blind ; the halt, and the lame was a mad pig, foaming at the mouth, look ped in time to draw a booket of water to put thorough exploration of the North West
•sally unsucif a letter from Elizabeth, Princess Paletine of are made to contribute to this, thriving trade ing out of a chamber window in Carey street; the d—d thing oot.
Coast of America, and to an expedition to be
¡tithe Rhine, which, as it showed her kind dis —not only bachelors, but widowers with half and the tinsey porker by all accounts certain
fitted out to extend our knowledge of the
the test of exi position towards him, as well as the modest a dozen children. It is but a short time ago ly had a very queer look. It was proposed to
THE WRONG LEG.
frozen region of the Antarctic Circle. The
unparalelledj and pious frame of her mind, could not but that we were very much edified, & strength shoot him to prevent further mischief, but af
Dr. Thomas, (Bishop of Salisbury) forgot memorialists wish the expense of the expedi
noves the scab have the effect of inclining him still morp to ened in our virtuous resolutions, by the ac ter much pro and cam, a resolute man went up the day he was to be married, and was sur tion to be assumed by government. The me
» vessels of t wards the same course.
count of a blind widower, fifty years of age, and by a little skillful manoeuvring popped ! prised at his servants bringing him a new morial was committed.
md smoothnes Called upon then by the religious workings who was compelled to mend the breach he poor piggy into a poke, brought him safoly . dress. A gnat stinging him in the leg, the
Several further petitions were presented
ms might beXof his own mind, and additionally by such fa had made in the heart of a fair young lady, down and he was safely deposited in his sty,; doctor stooped and scratched the leg of a from the wool-growers and manufacturers of
without
other
damage
to
himself
than
being
1
;y, but the FWvourable circumstances, William Penn pre by stuffing in the ample sum of thrèe thous
wool, praying for an increase of duties on
gentleman who stood next to him.
?RIAL Shouldk:
pared for his journey. He took leave of his and dollars. A few such decisive warnings, a a little the worse for liquor.
imported wool and woollen goods.
is in three oritw
wife and family, and passing through London, we have no doubt, will lead all blind gentle
PLEASANT SCHOOL BOOK.
REVOLUTIONARY OFFICERS.
and twenty ye^L..„
-------- o—
- way through
------and visiting
his -------------------mother in his
men to see the error of their ways, and be
The pleasure offlaying our debts.—■” What A young man stepped into a book-store,
The House now proceeded to the Orders
the power otf Essex, he reached Harwich, from whence, careful how they make a breach in tender a pleasure it is to pay our debts ! Jt seems to
and
said
he
wanted
to
get
“
A
young
Mari
’
s
of the Day, and the question being upon the
1 be devised.^iafter
after attending a meeting for worship;
worship ; in hearts, at such an enormous expense. But flow from a combination of circumstances,
” Well, sir, said the bookseller, amendmentproposed by Mr. Wickliffe to the
iimediatereMwhich he says “ he felt a blessed earnest of on the other hand, these heavy damages will each of which is productive of a specific hap “Companion.
here
’
s
my
daughter.
”
bill for the relief of the survivors of the Rev
;1 the divine love and presence which should have a tendency to curtail the trade of those piness. In the first place, it removes that
ea Capitis (c°li:he
olutionary army, so as to include in its provis
D) and allscalHi accompany him on his voyage,” he vvent
went on of our fair countrywomen, who are so fond of uneasiness which a true spirit feels from de
A
father
writing
to
his
son,
with
whom
he
ions “ the heirs and legal representatives” of
thy children.) joard the packet, and set sail for the Dutch speculating in breaches of promise.
pendence and obligation. It affords pleasure was in a violent passion, said, “if blows could
mercunal natfr; coast.
But some perhaps will ask, to what end are to the creditor, and, therefore, gratifies our be sent in a letter, I would make you read officers deceased.
Mr. Weems addressed the House in oppo
Robert
1Y ne us»«- George *Fox,
w«., «vuv
tv Barclay, and several
uicse flippant
nippam oobservations
use r v ar io11 s r? onan
these
Shall tne
the un- social affection. It promises that future con this upon your back.”
sition to the amendment, and in favor of the.
w circumWithers of the society accompanied him, all of feeling wretch, who wins the affections of a fidence which is so interesting to an honest
bill.
r n, V^°^n went on tde sarne ei^and,
each ac- *lady
her j peace,
go
V’’ .* only to destroy
A V J 11V1
J U «.fc Vr y &
V» unpunished,
A i 4, 11 A 1 3 1AV M
mind. It opens a prospect of being readily
It is an excellent rule never to pass before
He was succeeded by Mr.-Everet. and Mr.
ail bythefoilc' wording to what he conceived to be his ap- and triumph in his villainy ? By no means ; supplied with what we want on future occa
jointed course. It appears that they held let him be punished according to his deserts sions. It leaves a consciousness of our own the horses of a carriage unless you are sure Livingston, on the same side.
When, the question having been taKen on
religious meetings while on board, and that —Such a man must meet the scorn of all gen virtue ; and is a measure which we know to you have time to fall down and get up again
Delano
the amendment, by Yeas and Nays—Yeashey were' particularly wpll accommodated, tlemen of honor, feeling, and truth. But be right, both in point of justice and sound without danger.
100, Nays 80.
SWihe captain of the packet having served under
what is the paltry sum of a few hundred dol economy. Finally, it is a main support of
To praise a bad action is to commit’it. He
So the amendment was agreed-to ¡od
’ I ice Admiral Sir William Ream
lars or thousands if you will; nay, what is reputation.”
who speaks, sows—he who listens, reaps.
’thereupon
'
the House adjourned.
auntie
I
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A Resolve in favor of Oliver Perkins, of I ship Constellation arrived at Havana, from terms, in 1819, another expression of the
people of Maine was found favorable to the
Kennebunk, providing for a pension of eight Pensacola, Dec. 24—all well.
Since the above intelligence was received, measure, and Mr. Holmes was unanimously
dollars a month, to be paid him in conse
quence of a misfortune in doing military duty, we have seen a letter from Havana, dated the elected a delegate to the convention for form
28th ult. which states that Com. Porter had ing a constitution. Here his characteristic
was taken up for a second reading.
Mr. Morrell, of Chesterville, wished that sent a challenge to Com. L’aborde, com coolness, firmness, discrimination and energy
a statement of facts on the case might be manding the Spanish naval force at Havana, did not forsake him. He was chairman of
who immediately put tn sea and was spoken the committee to reporta bill of rights and
made.
Dr. Mace, of New Gloucester, who was with on the night of the 26th ult. by the Brit form of government, and the original draft is in
his hand writing. The active and leading part
one of the committee that reported the Re ish sloop of war Espeigle, Capt. Yates.
We also learn that the appearance of Com. he was compelled to assume, from hissituation
solve, stated, that this Mr. Perkins while do
ing military duty under authority of the State, Porter off Havana had created great excite as chairman; the prejudices he had to encoun
lost both his arms and one eye; "and the com ment at that place, and that an unfriendly ter ; the conflicting views & interests he had
mittee thought he ought to have at least feeling towards A.mericanS had been mani to reconcile, and the ultimate success, which
eight dollars a month, and more, if the Legis fested. If the two fleets should fall in with crowned his efforts, are all within the recol
each other, there will no doubt be a bloody lections of his. coadjutors- in that convention.
lature would grant it.
Mr. Goodenow, of Alfred, said he was per contest. Our next advices, will no doubt furn The constitution to which he so largely and
effectually contributed, is emphatically Re
sonally acquainted with the facts in this case, ish interesting intelligence on this subject.
publican ; was accepted by a majority which
f Gazette.
and made a statement of them.
indicated a high sense of its merits, and has "
Mr. Bourne, of Kennebunk, added some
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
been found in practice what it appeared ire
HARRISBURG, JAN. 13.
The Bankrupt Bill came under considera
The returns of the several banks were laid further particulars, relative to the family of
principle. But, when Maine applied for ad
AN A WFUL AFFAIR !
tion, when the proposed amendments having upon the table by the Secretary of State, and Mr. Perkins, and hoped that the sum named
Some time in October last, Sophina Gar mittance into the Union, an unexpected and
been conditionally adopted, subject hereafter four hundred copies of the abstract were or in the resolve might be enlarged.
A motion was then made to strike out eight man, of Hanover, in this county, left her extraordinary objection arose, which threat
to alteration, the bill was read, Mr. Branch dered to be printed for the use of the Legis
mother’s residence, on foot, with an illegiti ened to blast her hopes and wither her exer
and insert ten dollars.
of N. C. said he was inclined to believe that lature.
Mr. McCobb, of Phipsburg, hoped the mo mate child of about a year old, for the pur tions. We were refused admission, unless
the 93d section was illusory ; that it held
Petitions of the officers of Kennebec Bank
out an ostensible benefit to agriculturalists for permission to resign their charter. Ben tion would not prevail.—Mr. Vance, of Ca pose of visiting some friends in Lebanon Missouri should be received without restric
and others which would never be realized. jamin Brown and others to be incorporated lais, really hoped the motion to insert ten dol county. From which time till last Tuesday, tions with respect to slavery. The objection
He wished to strip the bill of all disguise, by the name of the New Agricultural Society lars would prevail; and if it was a larger neither mother nor child had been heard of. to Missouri had no application to us. By the
and moved to strike out the 93d section, of Kennebec,—were severally read and com sum he should himself cheerfully vote for it. On that day, we understand, some gunners constitution of Maine, all sects, classes and
A motion was then made to insert twelve had treed a wild cat on a small hill about colors were equally free. The slave-holding
which provides that persons other than those mitted.
half a mile from the late residence of Sophi States had a majority in the Senate,, and such
whose principal business was buying and
The petitioners in favor of Waldo county dollars a month.
Mr. Goodenow,of Alfred thought there was na ; while ranging about this place they ob was their jealousy, that it was there deter
selling, might become voluntary bankrupts. had leave to brii.g in a bill.
some danger of the House being carried away served fresh earth thrown together, with a mined, that one should not be admitted with
Messrs. Holmesand Hayne opposed this mo
<by an excitement of feeling in this case, fur number of wilted pine branches stuck oyer out the other. Mr. Holmes, at a previous,
tion. The Senate adjourned 'before "taking
SATURDAY, JAN. 20.
session, had formed and expressed an opin
the question.
The bill granting a Lottery for the benefit ther than sound discretion and duty would the same. This excited curiosity, which in
The bill from the House making appropri of the Thomaston Coal and Mineral Compa justify. The circumstances of the case were duced the gunners to throw aside some of the ion, that Congress had no power, by the con
ations for the revolutionary and other pen ny was taken from the files of last year and calculated to excite the feelings, and it was ground, when to their astonishment and dis stitution, to prescribe the political relations
evident that a strong sympathy was already may, they found the bodies of Sophina and of the people of a State ; and. consequently,,
sioners of the United States, was read a third referred to the joint committee on lotteries.
could nnt impose the restriction contended
time and passed by the Senate.
■
Resolves pi oviding for the survey of the felt by the House. He was in favor of raising child ! The head of the former had the ap for on Missouri. By his vote, and one other
Line between Maine and New-Hampshire, the sum named in the Resolve to ten dollars ; pearance of being horribly mangled, and the from Maine, the restrictive condition was.
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
and in favor of Thurston Card, were finally but beyond that he thought the House ought infant in her arms had its throat cut as with rejected and both States were admitted.
a penknife. Suspicion immediately fell upon
not to go.
Mr. Harrison having obtained leave, in passed.
Dr. Mace agreed with the gentleman last the reputed father of the child, who was ar But this course, probably the most embar
troduced a joint resolution to appropriate
On motion of Mr. Dennett, the committee
§10,000 for the relief of the indigent sufferers on Banks and Banking was appointed the up, and hoped the motion for ten dollars rested shortly after and was committed to rassing and perplexing of any act in his life,
the jail of this place on Thursday last. F rom subjected him to unjust insinuations, and the
by the fire at Alexandria on the preceding committee to take into consideration the sub would prevail.
Eight was then stricken out. The motion the respectable character heretofore sustain most cruel and vindictive persecutions. In
dav. After some debate, the resolution was jects of Passamaquoddy, Kennebec, and Vas
referred to the Committee on the District of salborough Banks and to hear the explana to insert twelve dollars was first put and de ed by the prisoner, we forbear further re the convention of Maine, he had successfully
Columbia, and after some time spent on Ex tions and defence of said corporations who cided in the negative without a division. marks, while our hearts sicken to reflect on opposed the proposition to exclude the blacks
ecutive business, the Senate adjourned to have been notified to appear for that purpose. The motion to insert ten was then put and the dreadful depravity which could influence from the rights of suffrage ; and he was
charged with- renouncing his principles and
decided in the affirmative by a very large such a horrid crime.
Monday.
compromising them to obtain his object. He
majority.
The Resolve passed to be engros
MONDAY, JAN. 22.
’
as thus amended.
Melancholy warning to Drunkards.—A- is, however, sustained in the ground he then
Petition of Robert Rogers and others to be sed
!
bout ten o’clock on Wednesday evening last, took by the most enlightened politicians of
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. incorporated as a Mutual Fire Insurance com
TUESDAY, JAN..23.
the citizens of Cambridgeport were sudden- Massachusetts and Maine, who urged him to
pany, and of Jonathan Cleaves and bthers for
TUESDAY, JAN. 16.
Bill for the preservation of Beaches and Iv alarmed by the ringing of the bell of the perseverance and exulted in the event.
a
lottery,
—
were
read
and
committed.
(
A copy of the convention lately negotiated
Mr. Holmeshad served, in the House of
Marshes in the town of Wells, and Bill Universalist Meeting House. It was first
Bill to establish the county of Waldo was Salt
;
between the Government of the United
to incorporate the Kennebunk-Port Distille thought that a fire had broken out in the Representatives, three years on the commit
read
once
and
Wednesday
at
ten
o
’
clock
as

States and Great Britain, on the subject of
ry ; also Resolve in favor of Houlton Planta neighborhood ; but as none could be discov tee of Foreign Relations, and on his transla
property taken awav during the late war, signed for a second reading and 200 copies or tion ; for correcting the valuation of Steuben ; ered, curiosity was soon excited to ascertain tion to the Senate, was placed on the com
dered
to
be
printed
for
the
use
of
the
Legisla

was laid before the House.
were severally read and passed to be engross the cause of the ringing. On ascending to mittees of the Judiciary and Finance,
—
The House again resumed the considera ture.
the second story of the porch, the body of a and on these has served ever since. He
ed.
TUESDAY, JAN. 23.
tion of the Bill making provision for the sur
Ordered that the joint standing Committee man was discovered, suspended from the bell readily perceived that the commerce and fi
Bill additional to an Act establishing the
viving officers of the army of the Revolution.
on the Judiciary be directed to inquire what rope. The spirit had fled ; but the body of nance of the United States had received but
Mr. Whittlesey moved to re-consider the vote times of holding the Supreme Judicial Court alterations are necessary if any, in the time the sufferer was recognized as that of a stran little attention in Congress ; and his situation,
of the preceding day by which Mr. Wick within this State, and Bill additional to the or manner of holding the Courts of Common ger who bad been in the neighborhood two on the committee of Finance, presentee] him
liffe’s amendment was adopted, but the mo Act to incorporate the Thomaston Bank were Pleas in the several counties in this State with or three days, in a state of intoxication, and a favorable opportunity to investigate these
tion was negatived by a vote of 96 to 78. Mr. severally passed to be engrossed.
leave to report by bill or otherwise.
who had been last seen sitting upon the steps important subjects. He early embraced it,
Woods, of Ohio, then moved to lay the bill on
of the church. It is supposed that he enter and in 1821, introduced his bill to equalize
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24.
the table, but this motion was also rejected,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24.
ed the. house, the door having been acciden the compensation of officers concerned in the
Bill to incorporate the Kennebunk-port
as was a motion made by Mr. Williams, to
Agreeably to assignment the House pro tally left unfastened, to procure shelter for collection of our revenue, and to correct aDistillery
;
for
the
preservation
of
the
Beach

postpone the bill to the 3d of March. The
ceeded to elect a Major General of the .first the night; and that in a fit of insanity, caused buses. That compensation had long been
bill was finally referred back, on motion of es and Salt Marshes; to change the name of Division of the Militia of this State. Fhe by previous intoxication, he committed the established, and change of circumstances had
Northhill
to
Brighton
;
to
incoi
porate
the
Sa

Mr. Burges, to the Committee of the whole,
whole number of votes was 135; necessary horrible deed which terminated his earthly rendered it so unequal, that, while some
and made the order of the day for to-morrow. co and Biddeford Savings Institution ; addi to a choice, 68 ; Brig. Gen. William Wa existence. The name of this miserable vic were inadequately rewarded, others were ex
tional
to
an
Act
regulating
Judicial
process
The object is to increase the appropriation.
travagantly paid. Yet his bill, as was to
and proceedings ; in further addition to an terman had, 133.; and .was declared elected tim of intemperance has not yet been ascer have been expected, met with strong opposi
tained.
Nat. Philanthropist*
' on the part of the House.
act
to
establish
the
Kennebec
and
Andros

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
tion from the great commercial districts.
Resolve establishing the seat of Govern
Mr. Burges moved that the House resolve coggin Canal Association ; to incorporate the ment was read once and 1 uesday next as
Still it passed the Senate, but was not acted
OOBEBŒVmaATIOÎT.Portland,
Saco
and
Parsonsfield
Stage
Com

itself into a Committee of the Whole on the
upon in the House. The next session he asigned for a second reading and in the mean
pany
;
and
also,
Resolve
in
favor
of
Houlton
bill for the relief of the Surviving Officers of
gain introduced it, and it passed both branch
time 300 copies to be printed.
the Revolutionary War ; but, by a majority Plantation; for correcting the Valuation of
Mr. Roberts of South Berwick had leave POLITICAL CHARACTER OF MR. es and oecome a law ; by which about $200,Steuben
;
in
favor
of
John
Carlton
were
sever

HOLMES.
of three or four votes, the House refused to
000 is annually saved for the Treasury of the
of absence after Saturday next.
resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole ally passed to a second reading.
United States.
Bill respecting Lotteries was taken into
Resolve
for
purchasing
Greenleaf
’
s
Re

To
the
People
of
the
State
of
Maine
:
Mr. Holmes has opposed the Bankrupt
on this bill.
consideration the question being on passing
ports
;
also
resolve
respecting
the
Seat
of
Tariff of duties on Woollen Goods.
which have at different times come unMr. Holmes was principally confined to his Bills,
'
it to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Mallary, the House then Government were severally passed to be en
discussion ; declaring at the same time
<
[A long debate ensued upon the question professional business until 1811. This was a der
resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole grossed.
he
would
cheerfully support any one, whose
period of great political excitement; the '
Leave to withdraw was granted on the sev of passing this bill, which finally resulted in a genius of discord was brooding over our1 provisions
on the state of the Union, (80 votes to 59) Mr.
are equal and just, and will protect
’
motion
for
its
indefinite
postponement,
which
Buchanan in the Chair, and took up the bill eral petitions of Inhabitants of Fairfield and prevailed, 65 voting in the affirmative and 50 councils, and a crisis was rapidly approach- only
the honest and unfortunate. He justifi
i
“ for the alteration of the Acts imposing du Waterville; of Selectmen of Scarborough.
ing, when it would become necessary for pol ed Gen. Jackson in the Seminole campaign,
Bill granting a Lottery for the benefit of m the negative.]
ties on Imports.”
iticians to take sides. The aggressions of G.. and in this was sustained by a majority of the
Mr. Mallary, of Vt. delivered a very able Primary Schools in this State was read and
Britain had become so palpable and atrocious; House, President Monroe, and Mr. Adams,
MASS. AMSXiJäsES
speech in support of the bill, and Mr. Cam- referred.
as to portend an inevitable conflict. John Ad• then Secretary of State. He was opposed to.
Friday
next
at
12
o
’
clock
was.assigned
for
breleng, of N.Y. spoke against it—when the
ams, J. Q. Adams, Wm. Gray, Samuel Dex■ Mr Clay’s tariff of 1820, & to that of 1823, till
choosing
a
Major
General
of
the
first
Divis

Committee rose and the House adjourned.
BRITISH COLONIAL TRADE—IM
ter, Jonathan Mason, and several other dis• it was modified, made consistent, and looked
ion of militia.
-..
I
tinguished Federalists of Massachusetts hadI as well to other branches of industry as to
PORTANT.
Bill
to
incorporate
the
Trustees of the
taken, what they deemed, the side of their’ that of the manufacturers. He denied the
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
Maine Conference of the Methodist Episco Extract of a letter from a member of Con country, against the enemy. Mr. Holmes expediency and constitutionality of Con
A brief discussion arose on the bill to im pal Church was passed to be enacted.
gress, dated Washington Jan. 13th, 1827.
then considered it his duty to join the same gress’ making roads, canals, &c. ; but where
pose higher duties on certain foreign woollen
The Committee on Commerce, will, it is side ; & in 1811 was elected by the Republi thqse points were determined against him,
——---manufactures. It was moved by Mr. Buchanan to discharge the Committee of the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. believed, next week, report on so mudh of can party to represent the town of Alfred, in he claimed a portion of the expenditures for
the President’s message at the opening of Con the Legislature of that year. The next and his own State. He obtained $20,000 for the
Whole on the state of the Union from the
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
gress, as relates to the present state of the the four succeeding years he was elected a improvement of the harbors of Kennebunk, further consideration of the bill, with a
The House considered the vote assigning
view to follow up the motion with anoth Friday to come to the choice of a Major Gen British colonial trade. The prohibitions of Senator from the county of York. During Wells,and Saco; has assisted in procuring
er, to lay the bill on the table. Mr. Bu eral of the first Division, and assigned Wed the United States by the British government, the war, which commenced in 1812, party surveys for canals, and improving the navi
in carrying on the trade of their colonies and spirit in New-England 8c particularly in Mas gation of rivers and is now actively engaged
chanan disclaimed any thing like hostility to nesday the 24th inst. for that purpose.
their dependencies by &cts of Parliament, sachusetts, was violent and vindictive in the for further expenditures, for similar objects. (
the bill, but expressed his belief that at this
The committee on the Judiciary was in
Mr. Holmes preferred Mr. Crawford to
advanced stage of the session the bill could structed to inquire into the expediency of a- and more recent Orders in Council, will be extreme. Mr. Holmes’ supposed dereliction
not be passed. The discussion on the subject mending the law relating to hogshead shooks. met, like , for like—it will then rest for that from the federal party, and the stand he took Mr. Adams for President, but it was that hon- !
government, to meet the United States upon in support of the administration and the war, est independent preference, which every j
was cut short, before any vote was taken on
The committee on Lotteries was instruct liberal and equitable grounds, as have been marked him out as an object of severe ani elector exercises towards the candidates for |
the question, by amotion of Mr. Mercer to
to inquire into the expediency of granting offered repeatedly. The monopolizing spirit madversion. He however sustained himself public offices. It arose from Mr. Crawford’s j
adjourn in order that such members as might ed
a lottery to raise money for the support of of that government and people we have been and hi.s party, in the Senate of Massachusetts, magnanimity in refusing to be run against Mr„ ■
be so disposed, should have the opportunity Primary
Schools, to be distributed among the combating for more than half a century— with a boldness, firmness and independence, Monroe, and from a personal acquaintance |
©f giving their assistance to check the fire at
and plantations in the State in propor from which inconveniences have accrued, which, if it did not convince and convert, re with the man: his opinion formed, he had j
Alexandria. Previous to the adjournment, towns
and which always happen in a greater or les strained, perplexed, astonished and confound too much independence to retract it. But on !
Mr. Miner offered the following resolution, tion to the last State tax.
ser degree from the changes in the regulation ed his political enemies. Political we say, the election of Mr. Adams, it became his du- J
which was read a first time :
of trade. The navigation interest of this for notwithstanding the rancor of the times, ,ty to give his administration a fair support.
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep
As Senator, however, he would not surren- i
The committee on the subject of Fire En country must be maintained ; it is essential Mr. Holmes was treated by his opposers in
resentatives, That a sum not exceeding $10,000, be and the same is hereby appropriated, gines, extinguishment of fires, &c. reported to our independence. The government of the Senate, with the greatest personal re der his own judgment and become a mere
the United States will, in this particular, a- spect, and it is believed that his friendship parasite to the administration ; he would j
to be paid out of any money, not otherwise that no alteration in the law is necessary.
dopt such a course of measures as cannot fail with those, with whom he came in conflict, support it where he could, and oppose it
appropriated, in the Treasury, fo be expend
in more firmly establishing the character of has never been marred by the recollection where he‘ must. He deemed the Panama |
SATURDAY, JAN. 20.
ed under the direction of the President of the
mission a dangerous experiment, and refused i
Ordered, That after Tuesday next, the this republic. The world will be taught of those events.
United States, to purchase food, clothing and
more and more to estimate its prudence—its
A fter the Peace, Mr. Holmes was appoint to give it bis ‘approbation ; but the mission i
other articles of indispensable necessity, for house will hold two sessions each day.
strength
—
its
fortitude
—
in
securing
to
its
ed by Mr. Madison, a Commissioner under established, and the ministers appointed, he .
A communication was received from the
the relief of unfortunate sufferers by the dis
Secretary of State transmitting legal evi people their rights and their interests, at the fourth article of the Treaty of Ghent, to could not justify a refusal of their pay.
tressing fire at Alexandria.
dence of service of the order of N otice direct home and abroad. Let our acts still be right settle the claim of the Governments, to the
Mr. Holmes is extending his commercial j
ed to be served on the President Directors eous and firm, and a beneficent Providence Islands in the Bay of Passamaquoddyi and a- inquiry on the subject of the acts of Parlia
will
continue
to
smile
on
our
rulers,
and
pre

bout
the
first
of
February
1816,
received
his
and Company of the Kennebec Bank—com
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
ment regulating the colonial trade, and the late I
commission. Mr. Barclay, his colleague, did order in council, excluding us from the ports ■
The Committee on Ways and Means re mitted to the committee on Banks and Bank serve us a happy people.”
Balt.
American.
not
receive
his,
from
the
British
government,
of the British Colonies—subjects highly inter
ported a bill making appropriations for forti ing.
until August of the same year. The Com esting and important to the commerce of
Petitions of Arthur McArthur and others
fications in the year 1827. The sums pro
ALEXANDRIA, LOU. DEC. 22.
missioners
and
Agents,
then
proceeded,
im

to
be
incorporated
as
the
Portland,
Saco,
and
posed are the following :—
Maine. He deebts the expediency of repeal
mediately on the duties assigned them ; met ing the salt tax, lest it should be followed by ;
REVOLT.
For Fort Adams, at Brenton’s Point, $90,000 Parsonsfield Stage Company. Selectmen of
at
St.
Andrews
in
Sept.
1816,
and
on
the
25th
Col.
Butler
arrived
in
town
two
or
three
Scarborough
that
the
line
between
that
town
Fort Hamilton, at New Utrecht
a repeal of the bounty on fisheries ; and he
75,000 ànd Buxton may be defined. Wm. Mason days since, and brought the intelligence, that of Nov. 1817, made their division to the en would agree to no legislation which should !
Point,
100,000 and others to be incorporated as the Steam the province of Texas had taken up arms to tire satisfaction of both governments. It is give the British a preference in the Plaister.
Fort Monroe,
75,000 Boat Navigation Company of Penobscot. Se free itself from the Mexican Republic. If worthy of remark, that, of the four commis trade.
Fort Calhoun,
15,000 lectmen of Elden and Mount Desert for a lot such a thing is not now in progress, the day sions provided by that Treaty, Mr. Holmes’
Fort Macon, at Bogue Point,
We must refer to those who know him best,
25,000 tery to aid in the erection of a bridge. Her is not distant, when it will take place. Those is the onlv one which has terminated success to his professional brethren, with whom he[
Fort at Oak Island,
90,000 bert Sawyer for a pension—were severally who emigrate to that country , are undisguis fully.
Fort at Mobile Point,
In Nov. 1816, and while a commissioner has been constantly associated ; to his neigh
ed in expressing their determination, as the
30,000 read and committed.
Fort at Chief l^enteur,
and intimate and confidential aeqaintan-j
provincials do, to make a stand, and set up under the British Treaty, and a member of bors,
90,000
Fort Jackson,
for themselves, whenever they feel strong: the Senate of Massachusetts,^ Mr. Holmes ces, for the most satisfactory account of his
15,000
For repairs and contingencies,
MONDAY, JAN. 22.
private St. domestic relations. Asa husband,
Mr. McLane, having addressed a letter to
Petitions read and committed. Joshua T. 'enough to resist the parent government. was elected a member of Congress from a father, and a friend, let him be judged by
the Speaker, informing him that the state of Chase and others of Kittery, for authority to Knowing these things, and the disturbances York, his old Senatorial district; and having those around him.
his health was such as not to admit of his long receive toll on a certain bridge to be erected. and want of government in the province, we in Nov. 1817, finished his commission, he, on
That Mr. Holmes is faultless, cannot be
er serving on the Committee of Ways and John Roberts and others to be incorporated think there is every probability that the re the first Monday of Dec. of that’ year, took
his seat in the House of Representatives. He pretended ; he has, probably, his portion oi
Means, and requesting to be excused, was ex into a manufacturing company.
port is true.
served that Congress, was re-elected without human frailty, and is to be scanned and judg
cused. Mr. Cook therefore acts as chairman
Bill for the preservation of the salt marsh
opposition, and served the first session of the ed like other men. The question is not a
NEW-YORK, JAN. 15.
of the committee. The joint resolution offer es in the town of Wells was reported, read
Congress following, and was then transferred question of perfections, but of a
ed on Thursday, for an appropriation for the twice, and Tuesday, at ten o’clock, assigned
FROM HAVANA,
Capt. Pike, of the schr. Ge- Pike, left to the Senate of the United States. In 1821, of merits. The question is not so much what
relief of the sufferers at Alexandria, was re- for a third reading.
• ferred to the Committee on the District of
Bill to incorporate the proprietors of the Havana on the 2d instant, and u ■ us that he he was re-elected a member of that body, and he Aos done, as what he can do. The peo-'
pie of Maine are to inquire, nvho can bestl
..embargo is now on the last session of his term.
Columbia. That Committee immediately Kennebunk-Port Distillery was reported, had been detained on account oi
Few men have been placed in situations serve them. No considerations of policy, par-;
ice of the
reported a bill to appropriate a blank sum for read twice, and Tuesday assigned for a third which had been laid in consec
the relief of the indigent sufferers by the fire, reading.
arrival off that port of Corn. Pei er, with a move calculated to excite popular clamor, than ty or charity, should deter them from this.
Mr. Holmes. The.first attempt to separate It is for their sake, and not for the sake of
to be distributed under the direction of the
Resolve to authorize the purchase of 350 Mexican frigate, two brigs and <
.
Maine from Massachusetts, had failed. But the candidate that they are to make their se
Mayor and Common Council of the City of copies of the third volume of Greenleaf’s
Three frigates, a brig and sc.n
r , I the Legislature of Massachusetts having giv- lection of public officers.
Alexandria for the immediate relief of such Reports, to be distributed among the towns sailed in pursuit of the Commodo ■
■
A REPUBLICAN, j
Lx l en the consent of the Stateon more liberal
©lass of sufferers, and for no other purpose. in this State, passed to be engrossed.
IP. had captured a Spanish brig. T

The bill was then read and referred to the
committee of the -whole. In committee the
blank was filled with $20,000, and the bill af
ter debate passed to be engrossed by yeas and
nineteenth congress....second sesszom. nays, 110 to 66. The bill was then read a
third time and passed, and the House ad
[CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.}
journed.
IN SENATE.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
Ï.3SGISX.ATUBB.
The order of the day being called, the bill
IN SENATE.
to Abolish Imprisonment for Debt was taken
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
up, but, on motion of Hayne, and with the as
Leave to bring in Bill was granted to in
sent of Mr. Johnson, of Kentucky, it was
postponed, for the purpose of giving prefer habitants of No. 7, and Ether Shepley and
ence to the bill to establish an Uniform Sys others.
Bill extending the powers of the Maine
tem of Bankruptcy, which bill was then tak
en up ; but the usual hour of adjournment Charitable Mechanic Association passed to
having arrived, the Senate adjourned.
be enacted.
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Siow FUBLISHSD,

er to manifest the very high satisfaction this
affords me.”

The genuine stereotype edition;in quarto, of

Commissioners’ Notice«

WE the subscribers, having been ap
BALTIMORE, JAN. 17.
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
“ Rowlett's Tables of Interest
We
have
received
the
following
letter
SATUBDAY,
18^.
Judge of Probate for the County of York, to
with additions and improvements.
from a young Baltimorean, at Rio Janeiro,
receive and examine the claims of creditors
Senator to-Congress.—On Friday last, giving an account of an affray between a par
ITT is now, about twenty-five years since the to the estate of
ty
of
Brazilians
and
Americans.
HL
first
edition
was
issued,
and
no
error
has
agreeably to assignment the Senate, on their
JOHN ÈÜRZÉIL,
“ I was yesterday witness to a transaction
ever been found in the calculations.
part, proceeded to the choice of a Senator to
late of Shapleigh, in said County, Yeoman,
in the Navy-Yard here, which adds another
The
present
edition
has
been
examined
no
deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby
the U. S. Congress, which resulted in the b.- stain upon the escutcheon of the Brazilians.
less than twelve times by different persons ! give notice, that six months from the second
lection of Hon. John Holmes, thereby non Capt. Elliott obtained permission to have the
MARRIED—In Wells, Mr. Henry Hun and A PREMIUM OF ONE HUNDRED day of January, 1827, are allowed to said
concurring with the House.—The votes were, Cayene’s mast repaired ashore, and had the ter, of Strong, to Miss Elizabeth Clark, of AND FIFTY DOLLARS is now offered by creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
Carpenters at work, superintended by Lieut. Wells.
the subscriber, for the detection of an error and that we shall attend that service at the
for
In Portland, by Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Mr. of a cent, in manner as described in the Pre store of Elisha Bod well, in Shapleigh, in said
Levy—the press-gang brought a large num
Jqhn Holmes
ber of men through the yard, on their way to Henry Merrill, to’ Miss Emeline Johnson.
face:—Moreover, such directions are given county, on the third Monday of February,,
Albion K. Parris
In Limerick, by Eld. S. Burbank, Mr. Sum by a note at the end of the introduction, as March, April, May and June ensuing, from
the guard ship—One of them perceiving the
uniform of the Midshipman cried out that he ner Chellies, of Newfield, to Miss Susan Mur make the Tables of nearly double their ap two until five of the clock P. M. on said days.
Ezekiel Whitman
was an American Midship man—stepped up ray.
parent value, inasmuch as it is shown, that
Blank
ELISHA BODWELL, ! CommisIn Eliot, by the Rev. Mr. Chandler, Mr. the exact Bank Interest may be found not
the officer, and claimed him, andon their
JEREMIAH LOW; $sùmtrs.
The House upon receiving information of to
Parker
Foster,
aged
64,
to
Mrs.
Sally
Foster,
refusing to give him up drew the man from
only at sight, for every day from 1 to 64, but
Shapleigh, Jan. 8,1827.
the result of the balloting in the Senate, as the ranks and placed him under the protec aged 52.
almost at sight from said 64 to one hundred
In Boston, Mr. Richard Nofaby, to Miss and twenty-four days, oh all the sums of
signed Friday (yesterday) for a second bal tion of the Carpenters axes. Some words
coMMoarms.Ax>T'B
Mary
Adams,
of
Kennebunk,
passed
between
the
parties,
when
the
officer
principal, dollar by dollar from unit or 1 to
loting on tlflKr part.
collared young Hickory (a Tennessian) who
2000, on every ten dollars, from 2000 to 3000,
him in the most prompt and scientific
on.every fifty from 3000 to 5000, and on every
OBITUARY,
Massachusetts.—The House of Repre floored
manner.
Hickory was immediately sur
five hundred from 5000 to 10,000 dollars be
OF BOSTON.
sentatives, on Tuesday last, made a second rounded and nearly murdered by the gang
sides months, &c. on the same amounts, to FIXHE subscriber continues to insure Mantrial for a choice of Senator to Congress, before his comrades could get to his assist
gether with a useful cent table; the whole JL ufactories, Machinery, Houses, Storee,
computed at six per cent, 8cc.—It is likewise and other buildings, and also Merchandizs*
which resulted in the re-election of Hon. E. ance, but the Cayene’s Carpenters rushed in
upon the foe with their broad axes, and the
shewn bv another Note, that the amount of against loss or damage by
H. Mills. On the third balloting the whole fumier progress of the affair wai arrested by
COMMISSIONS at various rates per cent,
-number of votes were 210, of which Elijah H. the interference of Lieut. Levy, whose ex
may be found at sight on all the Sums of Prin
Mills, had 106, J. Mills, 75, W. C. Jarvis, 22, ertions I have no doubt prevented some
cipal included in the Interest Tables.
dreadful work, which must have taken place
The work altogether, has been got up in on the most reasonable terins.
Levi Lincoln, 7.
from the exasperation evinced by both par
DIED—In Wells, Widow Sarah Eaton, complete counting-house style, with an in
JOHN LILLIE, Agent.
ties.”
Jan. 20.
aged 55.
dented index to each hundred dollars, and
Virginia Senator.—The Legislature of
In this town, yesterday morning, an infant forms a substantial and handsome book of
Virginia, on the 13th inst. made choice of
FIRE AT ALEXANDRIA, D. C.
child of Mr. Elisha Chadbourn.
reference, either as a standard er a check.
On the morning of Thursday, the 18th in
In Alabama, Mr. E. Magee, an overseer,
In numerous instances 10 and 12 dollars per
Hon. John Tyler, to represent that State in
the Congress of the United Spates for six stant, about 9 o’clock, a fire broke out in A- murdered by a gang of slaves, in consequence copy have been paid for the old edition, when
ENERAL and particular notice is here
. lexandria, in Mr. James Green’s Cabinet of having threatened to punish a female to be met with second hand, but the prices
by given to all persons indebted to the
years from the 4th day of March next.—The' Maker’s shop, on the ea'st side of Royal- slave.
of the present improved edition will be only
subscriber, that their dues mtist be paid by
votes were; for Gov. Tyler, 115—John strefet; and extended to Union-street be
In Germany, 2d Oct. Count de Benningsen, as follows:
the first day of March next—no further no
fore it could be extinguished; above forty General in Chief and ene of the most renown
Full bound in calf and lettered, With
Randolph, 110—Scattering, 2.
tice, will be given—All accounts contracted,
buildings were destroyed. The principal ed officers of the Russian army. He com
indented index,
$5 50
previous to the first'day of January instant, if
I
sufferers
were
Messrs.
Hill,
Brocchus,
Dodds,
Full
bound
in
sheep
and
lettered,
manded
the
Russian
army
in
1807.
Chemical Lectures.—We are gratified
not previously paid or settled by note wilj
Harper,
Johnston,
Rumney,
Rudd,
Murphey,
with
indented
index,
5
00
At
Philadelphia,
Mrs.
Mary
Morris,
relict
to learn that Mr. Tenney, (see advertise
then be put in a way Of collection. All per
Hepburn, C. & J. P. Thompson, Jona. C. of the late Robert Morris, Esq.
Half bound in marbled paper, with
sons having demands against the subscriber,,
ment) intends giving a course of Lectures on May, Horwell, Nightingale, Mrs. Howard
At Buxton, Miss Eliza Brewster, aged 28,
indented index,
4 00
are requested to present the same for imme
Chemistry, in this village, jhoiild sufficient and the Misses Wilson. The materials of daughter of R Brewster, M. D.
And the booksellers are bound to adhere diate payment.
the
Alexandria
Gazette
were
removed,
al

strictly
to
those
prices.
In
Sunkhaze,
Me.
Miss
Mary
Low,
aged
patronage be offered.
BARNABAS PALMER.
though the building escaped.
To be had of Benj. Loring kJ Co. and An
14 years. She was standing with her back to
Jan. 17, 1827.
Public exhibitions of this kind serve
The citizens of Washington, and a detach the fire, when her clothing, which was entire drew J. Allen, State-street; Richardson kJ
to blend useful knowledge with inno ment from the Navy Yard, afforded very ef ly cotton, took fire and she was instantly en Lord, Washington-street; and other Book
cent amusement, and as Mr. T. has highly ficient aid, and it is probably owing to their wrapped in flame, she ran out doors and fell sellers in Boston ; James K. Remich, Ken
creditable credentials, it is to be hoped he engines and hose, which they carried over into the snow, and her younger brother got nebunk ; and of the Agent, Joseph M'Dow
with great alacrity, that the conflagration water and threw on her, but the fire had burnt ell, Bookseller, No. 25, Market-street Phila
HE Subscribers hate formed a connex
will receive liberal patronage.
was not more extensive.
off all her clothing except a small part on delphia, who will promptly attend to all or
ion in business under the firm of
ders,
&c.
which she fell, leaving her in a most distress
Correction.—We were misinformed, rel
BOVBSiE &
JOHN ROWLETT.
SUPREME COURT.
ing situation. She survived the accident aPhiladelphia, 12th mo. 21st, 1826.
The Bench being full, the case of Ogden vs. bout three days.
ative to the amount insured upon Mr. Mayo’s
and will do business at the Store heretofore
In Kittery, Mr. Joseph Graves, aged 66 ;
Beware of a spurious Abridgement of less occupied by Oliver Bourne, in Main Street,
building.—It should read $1000, instead of Saunders was called up yesterday, and argu
ed by Mr. Wheaton and Mr. Ogden. The Capt. Simon Fernaid, aged 59.
than one half, in form of an Octavo Receipt nearly opposite the Bank, where may be
$1,300 as inserted in our last.
question is---- whether the State Insolvent
Drowned, in Mississippi River, Dec. 9, Book ; for although it is advertised in my found a general assortment of
laws furnish a legal discharge to contracts 1826, from on board ship James, John Jen name, it is not mine, and several copies of it, European, American, W. India
The Senate again proceeded to make made after the law. The cause is to be fur kins, jr. seaman, of Kittery.
furnished to orders for mine, have been re
choice, on their part, of a Senator to the Con ther discussed to-day. Our readers will per
Goods and Groceries,
In Portsmouth, Mrs. Molly Weeks, of Kit turned to the venders as COUNTERFEIT,
gress of the United States for the term of six ceive that the decision of this question may tery, aged about 42. She was found on Wed The price too, in comparison with my own at the lowest prices, for Cash, Country Pro«
years from the 4th of March next. The perhaps affect the fate of the Bankrupt Bill. nesday night in the Engine House, near the work, should be only one dollar fifty cents, duce, or approved credit.
whole number of votes was
38
National Journal.
North Burying Ground, where it is supposed even bulk for bulk ; and yet Tim. Fletcher
OLIVER BOURNE.
Necessary for a choice
20
she perished with the cold on the Friday and Abijah W. Thayer, the publishers, in
WILLIAM TOWNE.
Hon. John Mills had
25
night previous.
Kennebunk-port; Jan. 19, 1827.
Portland, did intend, as appears by their Pro
DELAWARE SENATORS.
“ E. H. Mills,
9
posals, to vend it to the public, at the enor
H. M. Ridgely, Esq. has been elected Sen
OLIVER BOURNE requests all persons1
Gov. Lincoln,
2 ator of the United States from the State of
mous price of five dollars per copy !! And af indebted to him either by Note or Account,
Hon. W. C. Jarvis,
1 Delaware, to fill the vacancy occasioned by
ter all, whether they have copied from my to call, settle and pay immediately without
“ Nathan Willis,
1 the death of Nicholas Vandyke Esq. ; and
old edition correctly or made mistakes, I further notice. Those who neglect this call
Boston Pal. of the 26th inst.
have not had time to examine, but it has evi will find them with an Attorney for collec
Louis M’Lane, Esq. the present member in
dently been got up only in the common way tion.
6w.
the House of Representatives from the State
On a communication from the Senate that is elected to the same office for six years from SHIP
an Almanack, &c. without those checks
NEWS like
they had again elected the Hon. John Mills next March.
and cross-examinations which Tables of such
——
to the U. S. Senate, on their part, Mr. Welsh
a kind necessarily require.
J. R.
The Petersburg, Va. paper of Jan. 12th,
moved the postponement of another election, mentions that the ice had been broken up,
Jan. 23.
4w.
HE subscriber hereby gives rtotice to all
on the part of the House, to the next Legisla by two or three days rain, and the navigation
persons indebted to him while doing bu
KENNEBUNK. JANUARY %l.
ture, and this motion is assigned for consider opened again. The editor says, that the
sinessin Sanford, that unless payment is made
ation this day. But we presume the present James and Appomattox rivers have probably
by the 29th inst. (the day before sueing is out)
cleared.
election in the Senate will not be good, for not been frozen to such an extent in 20 years.
he shall be under the necessity of putting all
Jan. 18—Brig Ospray, Perkins, Gaudaconcurrence in the next House of Represen Cotton was at 9 a 10 cents ; wheat, none ; to
AMUEL FAIRFIELD, a native of the said demands in suit.
tatives.
-LZ».
bacco $4 a 10. A fall of snow commenced on loupe.
State of Maine, who left this place in
JOHN FROST.
20—New Brig Caroline, Smith, New-Orthe day previous, and still continued.
March, 1822, with the intention of returning Kennebunk, Jan. 20,1827.
leans.
By the following proclamation, it will be
to
his
native
country,
by
the
way
of
New
Or

memoranda.
seen that a new Congress was about to be
A letter from St. Augustine, dated Dec. 29,
Saco, Jan. 16—Ar. Sloop George, Millikin, leans, and who has not been heard of since1
elected, & we presume is ere now in session: states, that the weather was colder there
from Newburyport. Capt. and crew frozen; he left the latter place ; his friends here,
Liberty. Republic of Hayti. Equality. than had ever been known by the oldest in got on the sands within the bar, high and dry apprehensive that he has either been lost at
OR sale by the subscribers, Two. new
habitants.
JEAN PIERRE BOYER.
SLEIGHS, which will be sold at a low
at low water, and discharged some of his sea or taken by the Pirates, (a rumor of that
kind
having
reached
this
place
some
time
President of Hayti.
price, and payment received in Corn, Rye,
freight there; river sealed up with ice, near
since)
would
be
thankful
for
any
infor

The circumstances in which we find the
Oats, Beans, Wood, or Cash, at the option of
A letter from Augusta, Georgia, dated 3d ly to the bar.
mation concerning him. Said Fairfield is a the purchaser.
Republic, makes it a duty, before the time Jan. states that the Lagoons around the city
hatter
by
trade,
and
learned
his
apprentice

fixed by the 61st article of the Constitution, were frozen hard ; and that for several days
DANIEL WISE & CO.
Brig Ulysses, Perkins, from Boston, for
Kennebunk, Jan. 20, 1827.
to order a new election of Members of the persons had crowded them for the purpose New Orleans, has been spoken in the river. ship in Kennebunk, Maine.—Any person
sending
information
will
please
direct
to
Legislature, and to convoke them on the 10th of skating.
Ar. at Charleston, 6th, brig Tom, Emery,
Nicholas Clemmings, Chillicothe, Ohio.
of January, 1827. It is the third time that
of Saco, Barbadoes, 20.
Oy^Editors in the States of Maine and
vou have been called upon to perform the
At N. Y. 17th, Philadelphia, Emery, Saco.
The Charleston Patriot says that the cold
Mass, would aid the cause of humanity by
electoral functions. Meditate deeply on has been greater at the South this season,
HE members of the Kennebunk Fire
giving the above an insertion.
their importance. Far from supposing that than at any other period since the year 1780.
Society, are hereby notified that their
Chillicothe, Dec. 29th, 1826
it is sufficient that a great number compose The Savannah river was frozen over, and
annual meeting will be liolden at Towle’s
the Assembly, you should think that the ab there was good skating at Augusta. The
Hotel in Kennebunk, on Tuesday the 6th day
sence of a single citizefl .may leave the field Fayetteville paper says that the thermometer
of February next, at 6 o’clock in the after.
THE ALBUM
open to intrigue and ambition; and remem there was at 18 degrees below cypher.
noon, to transact the usual business of said
*
AND
LADIES
’
WEEKLY
GAZETTE.
ber that the constitution in confiding to you
society. Per Order.
HIS is a new publication, issued every
the care of the people, has taught that patri
JOHN LILLIE, &c’y.
>> ESPECTFULLY invites the Ladies
The
Rutland
(Vermont)
Herald,
of
January
otism and intelligence alone should command
Wednesday. It has been commenced
lOL and Gentlemen of Kennebunk, to at
N. B. It has been suggested that many in
8th,
states
that
for
150
miles
in
every
direc

your suffrages. Given at the National Pal
under the most favourable auspices, and, dividuals
as
at the Landing and other parts of
tend a Lecture (gratuitous) at Union Hall, on
ace, qit Port-au-Prince, Dec. 4, 1826, and tion from that place the snow was from two Monday evening next, at 7 o’clock, introduc its title designates, is appropriated particu the town, have expressed an interest in this
to
three
feet
deep.
twenty-third of Independence.
larly
to
the
Ladies.
It
is
devoted
to
the
cause
Society,
to
such persons it may be understood
tory to a course he proposes delivering on
of virtue, to knowledge and amusement. It that those wishing to become members should
Chemistry.
FROM RIO JANEIRO.
will furnish information on the culture of apply at the above mentioned time and place,
At the last dates from Jefferson City, the
Jan. 27, 1827.
Capt. Hutchins of the brig Midas, from Rio, election of a Senator in Congress for Missouri
plants, flowers, &c. useful receipts ; a gener or authorize some member to make the ap
brings information, that on the 24th of Nov. a had not been made. The reelection of Mr.
al weekly summary of foreign and domestic plication.
Brazilian squadron, consisting of a 74, frigate Benton was likely to be strongly contest
news, with a rich fund of choice and select
Jah. 20.
sloop of war and several transports, with 2000 ed. The St. Louis Republican says that Mr
miscellaneous literature. It is neatly printed
troops, sailed fr. Rio Janeiro for Rio Grande, Bates, the Representative elect to the 20th
on
fine
white
paper,
(expressly
for
binding)
HE person who took a pair of White
with the Emperor on board, who has deter- Congress, is the most prominent candidate
double knit MITTINS from the Bar quarto form—eight pages—without advertise
. mined to carry his point in the south.— 1 he opposed te Mr. Benton.—Bos. Dai. Adv.
(which are to be inserted on a cover.)
room ©f Nath’l M. Towle in Kennebunk, ments,
on
U States vessels, Macedonian, Cayenne, and
Wednesday evening last, whether by mis The price is ouly Two Dollars per annum,
a 3 npHE Store at Sanford Corner,
Boston were at Rio Janeiro The Brandy
A Mr. Hutz has invented an apparatus, take or otherwise, is requested to return payable by those in the city, half yearly, and
JL lately occupied by Timothy
wine and Vincennes had sailed for the Pacific. by the aid of which persons, although de them immediately, as the owner has a use by all others yearly, in advance.
Shaw, Esq. The above is a fine
The Brazilians and Buenos Ayreans had con prived of a hand and part of the arm, may be for them.
Among a numerous list of contributors are stand for business, in a thriving village, and
centrated their forces at Rio Grande, & it was enabled to write a plain and legible hand.
the names of Seleck Osborn, the Boston Bard, worthy the attention of persons about enga
Kennebunk., Jan. 26,1827.
' expected hostilities would soon commence.
&c. and in order to render the work truly ging in trade—For particulars please apply
Prices at Rio.—Flour 9 milreas on shore (avaluable, the Editor will distribute premi to JOHN FROST, Kennebunk, or to
The Senate of the United States has con
bout 500 bbls, unsold ;) Soap 14 ms.; Pork
ums for original articles, amounting to One
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,
firmed
the
nomination
of
William
Jones,
as
16 ; beef 12.
0(7"ANTED immediately inpayment for Hundred Dollars.
Guardian to Harrah C. Morrill.
collector of the port of Philadelphia.
All communications must be addressed to
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20, 1827.
▼ ▼
papers, a Barrow PIG weighing from Thomas C. Clark, Editor and Proprietor, No.
HAYTI.
fifty to one hundred pounds.
40,
Race-Street,
Philadelphia.
Capt. Phillip, of the brig Agenoria, arrived
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.—
JAMES K. REMICH.
at N. York from Port au Prince, informs that We learn from the National Gazette, that
Postmasters and others will be entitled to
Jan. 27.
every sixth copy they may order.
when he left that place, Dec. 14, all was qui the whole of the loan of $200,000 asked for to
HE subscriber, in consequence of his re
Pniladelphia, Oct. 1826.
et but he is of opinion that a change will take prosecute the canal, was taken on Tuesday
place shortly.
The Haytien government as soon as the books were opened, a consid
cent loss by Eire' is under the necessi
were moving their cannon and ammunition erable sum beyond that amount being of
ty of req nesting all those indebted to him to
to the Mountains ; the people,,in general, fered.
make immediate settlement, to enable him
—
were much dissatisfied. He left in port, two
to resume his business as soon as possible.—
There are now published in Massachusetts
French and an English frigate. General sixty Newspapers, of which number twenty
He tenders to his customers his grateful ac
VERY CHEAP!!!
Man-ny, commander of the northern division, seven are published in the city of Boston.
knowledgments for their past favors, and
^-^»ORSE,
SLEIGH,
and
and°the most popular man in the island, had
when he resumes business requests a contin
OTILL open an Evening School for the
HARNESS—The Horse uance of them, and also requests those having
tendered his resignation.
reception of those who may wish for
There has been built within the past year, t ▼
1S
about
10
years
old,
and
will
be
demands
against him to present them.
in the several towns comprising the District instruction in Arithmetic, Geography, Sten
^nr $>25.
BOLIVAR.
JOHN G. MAYO.
of Waldoboro’ viz. Thomaston, Warren, Bris ography, Mathematics, and Book Keeping '
.;.n, steel ¡Hated Shoes, nearly new,
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20, 1827.
Letters from Laguira, to the 17th Decem tol, Waldoboro’ Nobleboro’ Newcastle, by Single or Double Entry.
He will also instruct a class of young La price $15,
ber, stated that Bolivar was expected to ar Friendship, St. George and Mohegan Island,
New WAGGON, price $25.
rive at Caracas about the 25th of that month. 15 brigs and 31 schooners. Total Tonnage lies in projecting and filling Maps;
HARNESS, $7.
Kennebunk, Jan. 18.
Gen. Paez had written a letter to Bolivar’s 5578ANTED at this office, a lad from 14 to
sister dated at Valencia, Dec. 15, in which
15 years of age as an apprentice to
he savs—“ 1 consider him [Bolivar] now in
1
Brass
8
day
CLOCK
:
black
to correspondents.
the Printing business. It is necessary that
our neighbourhood, and I feel anxious for the
Walnut Case, and warranted a first rate he possess a good school education, and that
high gratifications and jubilee we shall enjoy Our Rev. correspondent at Gray, if he wish
time piece—price $30.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
he be of correct and steady habits.—To such,
in the embraces which we shall give him. es his requests attended to, would do well to
AT
or any of the above named articles will a lad good encouragement will be given on
either by Note or Account, are re
He comes altogether with a Venezuelian pay the postage of his letters—We wish not
be
sold
for
Cash
or
approved
credit.
quested to settle without further n .fee.
application to
heart, and as a true native of Caracas; By
JOHN H. HILTQN.
*
JAMES K. REMICH.
BEN J. BOURN.
our measures he
‘ says that we have av'oided |t0 be taxed with his Postage and his imbecilKennebunk
Landing,
Jan.
20.1827.
manv misfortunes. It will not be in my pow- j ity at the same time.
Jan. 15th, 182-7.
Kennebunk Gazette Office, Jan. 13,1827.

Insurance Company

dftre,

Settle and Pay.
G

Copartnership.
T

Last Notice.

Information Wanted.

T

S

Sleighs for Sale^
F

Fire Notice.

T

Chemical Lectures.

ïœ®»

taawaT»

T

Notice.

T

To Let,

Pig Wanted.

Particular Notice.

Evening ¡School.
J. B. WOOD,

FOB SALE,

T

Apprentice Wanted.

Notice.

A

W

Commissioners’ Notice.

By Authority of the Stato of Maine.

ripIIE Subscribers, being appointed by the
_®_ Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate,
for the county of York, Commissioners to re
ceive and examine all the claims of the Cred
itors to the estate of

JAMES H. HILL,

Prom the N. Y. Statesman.

late of Berwick, in said County, Yeoman, de
ceased, and the term of six months from the
2nd inst. being allowed for that purpose,
hereby give notice that they will attend to
that service, at the dwelling house of the
Widow Olive Hill, in said Berwick, on the
first and last Wednesdays of February next,
and on the last Saturdays of the four following
months, from one to five o’clock in the af
ternoon, on said days.
NAHUM HEARD.
JOEL BILLINGS.
Berxvick, January 8th, 1827.

FAITHLESS NELLY GRAY.
We extract the following pathetic ballad
from the last number of the London Literary
* Gazette received at this office. It is taken
from an amusing work lately published in
London, under the title of Whims and Oddi
ties, in prose and verse, by Thomas Hood.
“ Ben Battle was a soldier bold,
And used to war’s alarms ;
WM7E the subscribers having been appointBut a cannon-ball took off his legs,
ww
ed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge
So he laid down his arms!
of Probate for the County of York, to receive
and examine the claims of Creditors to the
Now as they bore him off,the field,
estate of
Said he, “ Let others shoot,
For here I leave jsny second leg,
ABRAHAM EMMONS,
And the Forty-second Foot !”
late of Lyman, in said county, deceased, rep
resented insolvent, do hereby give notice that
The army-surgeons made him limbs ;
six months from the second day of January
Said he, ‘v They’re only pegs;
inst. are allowed to said Creditors to bring in
But there’s as wooden members quite
and prove their claims, and that we shall at
As represent my legs!”
tend that service, at the dwelling house of
Nathan Hanspn, in said Lyman, on the
Now Ben he loved a pretty maid,
last Saturday of January^ind on the last Sat
Her name was Nelly Gray ;
urdays of the five following months, from two
So he went to pay her his devours,
to four o’clock in the afternoon.
When he’d devour’d his pay !
NATHAN HANSON,
JAMES VV. ROBERTS.
But when he call’d on Nelly Gray,
Lyman
Jan.
4th.
1827.
She made him quite a scoff;
And when she saw his wooden legs,
Began to take them off!

©umöerlaiW & ©rfwir 100
CLASS NO. 3.0—SCHEME.
6000 Tickets at $3 50 is $31,000
1 Prize of 3000 is 3000
I do.
1100
1100
tt
4'
1000
4000
6
200
1200
u
*12
100
1200
It
18
50
900
60
20
1200
120
10
1200
1800
4
7200

2022 prizes.

Commissioners’ Notice.

FISH.
fishTALS dry

PWATB NOTICE.,

P0LL0CK

SO do. COD do. For sale by
I. JEFFERDS.
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 16.

The Cellar
K^ORMERLY occupied by Abiel Kelly,
JL
is now open lor the accommodation of
Teamsters and others.—There is attached to
said Cellar, a good barn for the reception of
Cattle, Sec.
N. B. An assortment of GROCERIES for
saleROWELL SCRIBNER.
Kennebunk, Dec. 30,1826.

F Ur Caps

$21,000

At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within,
and for the County of York, on the first
Tuesday of January, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-¿even
FS1HEODORE DONNELL, AdministX
fo the./state of John Bowden,
late of York in said county, yeoman, deceas
ed, having presented his petition tersale of
the real estate of said deceased, for the pay
ment of his debts, charges of administration
occ. amounting to two hundred sixteen dol
lars and sixteen cents.
ORDERED, that the said Theodore Don
nell give notice to all persons interested bv
causing a copy of this order to be’ published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tuesday of February next, at ten of
clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause
any thev
have, why the same should not be granted
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Cq/iy—Attest,
*
Jan. 6.
GE°' THACHER, Kg'r.

iiy'The tickets in
... this Class, are number >UST received & for sale cheap for Cash
ed from 1000 to 6999 and all the prizes will
be decided in the following manner, viz: On as above
101 bh,ppins and Hatting FURS,
the day of drawing six red ballots, viz. 1, 2,
Dec.
23.
3,4, 5, Y5, will be placed in one wheel, and in
the other forty white ballots, viz. 1, 2,3, 4,5,
"6, 7, 8, 9, 0, being four of each, will be depos
ited. The drawnig will then commence by
taking out one red ballot and three white and "BW1TH Occasional Prayers by Rev. J. Q.
in this manner until all the ballots are drawn *Sewall, of New-York, just received
out.
FglHE subscriber has many accounts oand for sale by
JOS. G. MOODY.
That ticket having the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th
Likewise, BUTTER by tlie firkin, laid A J..?C1n,rSOm-e of which have been standing
drawn ballots in the same order in which down in June with salt, salt Petre and Sugar, nnsettled for six years. He therefore take!
they were drawn will be entitled to
3000 particularly for family use..
this method of informing all those who have
That having the 5th, 6th, 7th, & 8th, to 1100
Dec. 30
accounts open with him of more than six.
44
the 9th, 10th, 11th & 12th, to 1000
montns standing, that he shall expect them
“ “ the 13th, 14th, 15th & 16th, to 1000
settled previous to the 25th day of the pres
44 44 the 17th, 18th, 19th & 20th, to 1000
ent month, and that should they neglect ta
“ “ the 21st, 22d, 23d & 24th, to ____
1000
attend to this notice they must not complain
Those tickets having for their three last
Wanted by the Subscriber^
should he resort to other and more coercive
figures the 25th, 26th, and 27th drawn bal
to obtain his just due.
EARK, for which a means
lots in the order they are drawn will be en
He will also expect all Notes which have
titled, each to
200
fair price will be given.
become due previous to the 25th inst. to be
Those having the 28th, 29th and 30th,
RALPH CURTIS.
paid, also all those who have promised Bark
“ O Nelly Gray ! O Nelly Gray ?
Dec. 23.
each to
iqq;
>
OST
new-yearsday,
at
or
near
Emery
’
s
. W?od’ Corn, and other produce, or Cash toIs this your love so warm !
Mills, so called, in Sbapleigh, one Rus- Those having the 31st, 32d, and 33d,
deliver the same prior to the above date, as
The love that loves a scarlet coat
each to
100
sett
POCKET
BOOK
containing
four
dol

they would save themselves expense and the
Should be more uniform
,
lars in cash, viz. two bills on Saco Bank two Those having the 34th, 35th & 36th,
subscriber troubà”.
37th, 38th & 39th,
dollars each—Also, one order signed by Jo
Said she, “ I lov’d a soldier once,
f JOTHAMPERKINS.
lor Coughs, Colds and Consumption,
40th,41st,&42d,J to
seph Whicher of Saco, on Jonathan Tucker,
For he was blithe and brave ;
Kennebunk, .mn. 4< 1827.
Those
having
for
their two last figures the
of said Saco, for fifty dollars, dated the fifth
But I will never have a man
20
day of December last past, payable to the 43d and 44th will be entitled, each to
With both legs in the grave !•
by some of thé most eminent physi
. n cians of this country, and found to be supe
subscriber and guaranteed or backed by said Those having the 45th and 46th >
.
2d
and
3d
$
10
Before you had those timber toes,
'Fucker—And a due bill signed by Jeremiah
rior to any medicines for the above complaints A EL persons indebted to the subscriber by
Your love I did allow ;
Emery, Esq. of said Shapleigh, dated the All tickets whose last figure is either of the that have ever been offered to the public.
Note or Account, are requested to call
But then, you know, you stand upon
tfo
’
ee
first
drawn
white
ballots,
each
being
thirteenth day of October, 1826, or last past,
1 hey are composed wholly of native vegeta and settle immediately.
Another footing now !”
different,
will
be
prizes
of
4
for nine dollars—The order and due bill pay.’
bles, Containing nothing which might injure
Tr
, „
OLIVER BOURNE.
O!?"’All prizes subject to a deduction of 15 the most delicate constitution or even one in
able to the subscriber.
Kennebunk-Port, Dec. 1, 1826.
8w.
“ O Nelly Gray ! O Nelly Gray 1
per
cent,
and
payable
in
sixty
days
after
the
Any person that will produce said Pocket
the last stage of consumption. They are a
For all your jeering speeches,.
drawing,
in
bank
bills
generally
current
in
Book and its contents, shall be satisfactorily
mild, soothing, palliative medicine for those
At duty’s call I left my legs
rewarded by the subscriber—And the said tms State. Prizes not claimed in one year who have confirmee} diseases. Price 50 Gts.
In Badajos’ breaches W
Remaminffm the Post Office at Kennebunk.
after
the
drawing
will
not
be
paid.
per bottle.
Tucker and Emery are hereby notified that
January 1827.
“ Why then” said she u you’ve lost the feet I shall hold them responsible to me notwith ^This class will positively be drawn on the
A. B. C.
CERLIEUS EYEWATER
standing they may have an opportunity of 10th of February next, at the town hall inOf legs war’s in alarms,
|PAPT. JOSEPH BURNHAM, Mary
obtaining their signatures—no person shall 1 ortland at three o’clock, P. M. or sooner if
And now you cannot wear your shoe's
For
Sore
and
Weak
Eyes.
Bucklin, Thomas Boston, Betsey Burnever be benefitted by said papers but myself the sale of Tickets will justify it.
Upon your feats of arms !”
Nothing has ever surpassed the efficacy of ham, 2—/vbigail Curtis, William F. Cad
P. VARCUM,
SIMON HUNTRESS*.
man,
Capt.
Nathaniel Cole.
this
remedy.
Price
25
cents
per
bottle.
J. P. BOYD.
C Managers'.
’O false and fickle Nelly Gray !
Shapleigh, Jan. 2, 1827. ,
D. E. F.
N. MITCHELL, \
I know why you refuse ;
vTivST°?>%^edicines for sale at JAMES
Asa Durrill, Ezekiel Emmons, Jacob Em
Portland, Jan. 9, 1827.
Though I’ve no feet, some other man
K. REMICH 8 Bookstore.
ery, Timothy Frost 2, Oliver Freeman.
Dec. 23.
Is standing in ihy shoes’
Tickets and parts in the above splendid
.
O. H. I. J.
Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may
Daniel Gillpatrick, James Gillpatrick—
ON Saturday the 6th inst. on the road be obtained at JAMES K. REM1CH?S
I wish I had ne’er seen your face ;
Sarah Hovey, James Hatch, Sarah E. Hatch.
leading from Wells to Kennebunk-port Bookstore. Persons holding small prizes in
But now a long farewell !
by the wav of upper Kennebunk, lost a new
Lydia Hellard, care of John Brown.
For you w81 be my death—alas
the last class, signed by any vender in Port
ATTOWEY AT LAW,
long red worsted SHATO and a Woollen land, are invited to cal! and exchange them.
_
K. L. M.
You will not be my JYell!
SOCK, the person who has found said arti
Eunice Kimball—Ebenezer Littlefied, Jes
SACO,
%*
Orders
by
mail
(post
paid;
enclosing
Now when he went from Nelly Gray,
cles, is desired to leave them at the Gazette cash or prize Tickets will be promptly at
se Larrabee, Hannah Littlefield, Daniel Lit
YORK COUNTY.... MAIRE.
His heart so heavy got,
office, and a suitable reward shall be given.
tlefield—Hugh McCulloch, Esq. 4, Lemuel
tended
to,
if
addressed
to
Saco,
Dec.
12,
1826.
t
f.
Miller,
Joseph Mitchel.
4
And life was such a burden grown,.
SALLY HEMMENVVAY.
J. DUNN, Portland, or
It made him take a knot!
Jan. Io.
N. O. P. Q.
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk..
n/r-Nason—Capt. J. H. Perkins,
Jan. 20.
So round his melancholy neck
Michael Pierce, Esq. Samuel Pearsons.
A rope he did entwine,
R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
And, for rhe second time in life,
Benjamin Robinson---- Town & Perkins
he has any demands against to «all,
Enlisted in the Line!
fo
a
P
c,
s
Treadwell—John B. Wood, John
settle, and pay according to previous engage
Wakefield.
One end he tied around a beam,
ments
if
they
wish
to
save
cost
;
those
that
sale lad es beavers
T
c
B. PALMER, P M.
Ife
/
Fur and Feit.-Cash paid
And then removed his pegs—*
have engaged produce are requested to bring
OF THE DRAWING OF
Jan. 6.
/ for HATTING and SHIPPING
And as his legs were off, of course
it without'delay. Those persons that have
He soon was off his legs !
FURS by
any demands against the subscriber are re
To all whom it may Concern.
quested to present the same for payment
n
E? GOULD. '
1 HAVE for some time past against my in And there he hung till he was dead*
January, 13.
Dec. 23.
RALPH cdRTlS.
CLAJSS No. Q,
As any nail in town ;
JL terest been constrained to borrow money
Ticket No.
very frequently to meet my payments, and in
For though distress had cut him up,.
It would not cut him down !
many instances have been obliged to borrow
4,762 > being the 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th drawn
J ballots, is entitled to
money again to replace it.
$3000
A dozen men sat on his corpse,
5,410 ‘f the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th,
I wish to have it understood by those who
1,100
To find out why he died ;
2,084 “ 9tb, 10th, IIth and 12th
have had the indulge.ncp.of credit for from 1
1,000
And they buried Ben in four cross-roads
• 1,513 “ 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th,
to 8 years, that I mz^^and 'will bé paid even
1,000
With a stake in his inside !*’
3,306 “ 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th,
1,000 "WITTNTFR Strained Sperm Oil of the at the expense of losing «ZZiny customers 5,
E10R SALE BY
: 6,726 “ 21st, 22d, 23d and 24th
1,000' ’ "
first quality, just received and for Jet the consequences bè what they may lam
To the Hon. Joyas Clark, Esq. Judge of >
JOS. G. MOODT. ; 1587
determined to collect these demaads.
salTe.,by
JOS. G. MOODY.
Probate within and for the County of York.
2687
I am perfectly aware that so great indul
WHO WISHES TO BUT
Likewise Geatlemen’s Satin Hair Stocks
OHN GAREY, of Alfred, in the County
3687
125th, 26th and 27th, drawn
stuffed with wool, a very warm article for gence m granting créditas unparalleled in this
of York, and Mehitable Garey, his wife, 200 Cords of Hard WOOD, 4687
¿ballots, are each, - 200 winter wear.
part of the country.—All those persons who
James Ridley, of Alfred, and Mary Ridley,
cord wood lengths.
5687
have been indebted to me more than one year
Jan. 6.
Jan. 13.
his wife, Benjamin Webber, of Shapleigh, in
,6687
will soon find my determination unalterable.
said County, Edmund Roberts, and Hannah
Those tickets"! 842 being the 28th,"| are each
JOHN LILLIE.
Roberts, his wife, Samuel Littlefield, and
Caution to Trespassers and
Dec. 30,
having for
mn100
29th and 30th,. t
Theloah Littlefield, his wife, James Web
their *3 last 393 “ 31st, 32d, & '
THIEVES.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
ber, John Webber 3d, and Joseph Norton,
figures,
33d,
J
44
44
on Account, of more than one year’s
HEREAS it has been; the common
and Esther, his wife, kins to the estate of
<548 “ 34th, 35th,T
standing, are requested to settle the same
practice of sundry persons to remove
Benjamin Webber, of Shapleigh, deceased,
1O|Y tbe subscriber, for which a fair price
and 36th,
I I are each within
thirty days—After which time all ac
standing trees, and carry away the under wood
Humbly shew, that they are each entitled to
¿e klven, 2 inch, and 2| inch Oak
512 “ 37th, 38th !
>
50 counts will be left with an Attorney for colone fourteenth part of the Real Estate of. the from the lands which I recently purchased of
KNEES ; Floor and Rising
and 39th, f
._
josepn
01
lec
‘
“
n
-.
.
,
JOHN
PARSONS.
said: deceased, that they cannot possess, oc Joseph Storer, Esq. and also fences and other
1IMBERS; W. O. BEAMS-, from 18 to 25
.915 “ 40th 41st, |
«...
t0
considerable
amount
—
A
reward
Alfred,
Jan.
5,1827.
property
cupy and improve the said parts to any ad
feet long; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,
J
and 4?d,
J
vi ten
ven do]
dollars is hereby offered to any person Those tickets’'} 99 being the 43d & ? are each
vantage, while the same lays in common and(j of
Corn, Oats and Beans.
undivided, but wholly lose the profits thereof who will give information, which' will lead to
The above articles will be received for a
having for I
44th,
20
—Wherefore they pray that notice may be conviction, of any of the offenders, or who
short time in payment for debts, after which
their 2 last/70 “ 45th &46th,) are each
issued in due form of law, and that the said’ may commit the like offences in future__I
figures,
J', 76 “J 2d
76 and
“ 2d3d,and $3d, $ 10
LL persons considering themselve-- Cash will be expected, particularly from
parts may be setoff to them and assigned to also offer a reward of ten dollars to any person All tickets whose last figure is 7, or 6, or 2,
KENNEBUNK LIT- those whose Notes or Accounts are of long
each of them in severalty, and your petition - who will give information of the person or
standing.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
are each,
r.nARY & MORAL SOCIETY, are re

4
<ers shall ever pray.
persons who-has taken the liberty of stealing being the three first drawn white ballots.
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
quested to give information of the same, withJOHN GAREY,
a quantity of oak and other trees from the
P. VARNUM,
Y
n1.,, ¿rty daYs» to the Secretary ; as they
JAMES RIDLEY,
property lately purchased of James Little
J. P. BOYD,
CManagers.
wul be assessed to up the present time in or
BENJAMIN WEBBER,
field and Obadiah Littlefield, near Great
N. MITCHELL,S
der to entitle them to a share of its funds.
DOROTHY WEBBER,
Falls, in Kennebunk ; and a suitable reward
Jan. 13.
J. E. LITTLEFIELD, Sec’y.
EDMUND ROBERTS 2d,
will be given for information wheih will lead to
Sale by the subscriber, a.
F. .6.
y
Ja.
FARM situated in Sanford,.
JAMES WEBBER,
the detection of persons who arein the prac
WjW®’ containing about one hundred and
tice of taking in an unlawful manner, b ards,
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD,
JOHN WEBBER 3d,
timber and other property from the Sawseventeen acres ; now bccunied*
by John Litclefield. Said farm will be sold aMill Yard.—Any person who shall be detect
JOSEPH NORTON.
HE subscriber is under the necessity of
good bargain.
Alfred, Dec. 23, A. D. 1826.
ed in any of the aforesaid offences will be
informing those who are indebted to
dealt with according to law.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
ffiim by note or account, that their dues must
LORD
&
KINGSBURY.
Wells, Pep. 27,1826.
_____________
JESSE VARNEY.
be paid.. This being the second public No
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
Dec. 16.
Kennebunk, Dec. 8,1826.
and for the County of York, on the second
tice which he has given—he conceives that
day of January', A. D. 1827.
no one can entertain hard thoughts should
the third come Greeting.
foregoing. Petition, Ordered,
1EB V the subscribers, a smart active young
That the petitioners give notice to all
GEORGE HOBBS.
JiLP MAN to peddle tin ware.
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m
persons interested, by causing a copy of said
PORTER & HILLARD.
GREENOUGH & BOD WELL, _
HEREAS some person or personsnot
petition with this order thereon, to be pubDec. 30.
regarding the law, and in violation of
,
H.ll'E FOR SALE,
lishedthree weeks successively in th© Ken
every principle of justice, have entered the
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that
"1
HANDSOME China TEA SETTS
they may appear at a Probate Court to be pasture of the subscriber, and wickedly and
1Cheap.
’
wantonly
cut
down
and
carried
away
a
"large
held at Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday of
Dec. 9.
ANTED about twenty cords of goodnumber
of
young
and
thrifty
.trees,
from
two
February next, and shew' cause, if any they
WOOD in payment for papers.
LORD
KWGSBURY,
have, why the prayer of the petitioners should to eight inches in diameter, the subscriber
J. K. REMICK.
will pay a reward of FIVE DOLLARS to HAVE just received and are now opening
not be granted.
Dec. 30.
any person who will give information so that
JONAS CLARK, Judge of Probate.
a large and general assortment of
these pilfering trespassers may be brought to
RIME BUFFALO ROBES, this day
A true Copy—Attest,
justice.
English, India, French, American
’ received and for sale cheap bv
GEO. THACHER, A^’r.
He also forbids all persons cutting down
Jan.13.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
and West India
Dec. 9.
HE subscriber being in debt, is obliged toany trees however small, or taking wood from
JL make a peremptory call, on all indebted
said pasture, as he is determined to prosecute
to, him, for immediate payment.
to the utmost rigor of the law every offender
A JOURNEYMAN at the Boot and Shoe who may be detected thus violating his rights
Those who neglect settling their accounts
which with their former stock, comprises a
Making business.
until the last Tuesday m January 1827, will
without regard to persons, age or sex
very handsome and general assortment, on
EBENEZER ANDREWS.
,
I?
K j TV JAMES K. REMICH.
A good -assortment of Justice be sued.
the most reasonable terms.
Kennebunk,Jan. 13.
Kennebunk, Dec. 16, 1826..
BURLEIGH' SMART.
Kennebunk, Jan. 5, 1827.
Blanks for sale at this Office.
Kennebunk, Dec. 29,1826».
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